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Introduction to special issues on data mining
and granular computingtions and principles have in fact been appeared, though under diﬀerent names, in
Though the term granular computing has emerged relatively recent, its basic no-
many related ﬁelds, such as programming, artiﬁcial intelligence, divide and conquer,
interval computing, quantization, data compression, chunking, cluster analysis,
fuzzy and rough set theories, quotient space theory, belief functions, machine learn-
ing, databases, and many others. In the past few years, we have witnessed a renewed
and fast growing interest on systematic development of Granular Computing (GrC).
Many applications of granular computing, including rough set theory, have ap-
peared in ﬁelds, such as data mining, data security, medicine, economics, ﬁnance,
business, environment, electrical and computer engineering, a number of sciences,
software engineering, and information science.
The principal focus of attention in the Special Issue is data mining. We have
viewed data mining as a form of summarization of very large datasets, while granu-
lar computing may be viewed as a scheme of summarizing small datasets in a hier-
archy. The common notion of summarizations is the principal reason why granular
computing is of high relevance to data mining. The papers selected in the Special
Issue are the following, arranged in alphabetical order.
First, we note that partition is an ideal form of granulation. So rough set theory
plays special roles in granular computing. We have selected three papers of it; they
are paper 2, 3 and 6. The second paper is an elaborate application of rough set theory
into medical imaging. It is a theory and applications of rough image segmentations.
The third paper is to look at topological spaces from the telescope of rough set theory;
it deﬁnes the approximation spaces, roughmembership functions, and etc. of topolog-
ical spaces. Classical rough set theory can be viewed as such a theory on clopen spaces
or quasi-discrete spaces. It is expected that such theory will be useful in digital geom-
etry. The sixth one is a generalized rough set theory incorporated with probabilistic
view. It is a softened rough set theory, hence a genuine theory of granular computing.
Next, we select two papers on clustering; they are paper 5 and 8. In fact, the sec-
ond of rough set group can also be classiﬁed into this set; segmentation is one form
of clustering. Paper 8 introduces a new fuzzy clustering algorithm for prototype0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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2 Editorial / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 40 (2005) 1–2reasoning using granular objects. Paper 5 is a brand new approach to web mining. It
granulates (triangulates) the latent semantic space of documents, and use some spe-
ciﬁc granules (maximal simplex of highest dimension) to cluster the documents.
Then, we have three papers on diﬀerent applications of granular computing. The
ﬁrst paper is to ﬁnd multi-objective based nearest neighborhood classiﬁers. The de-
sign of 1-nn classiﬁers is related to concept formation and concept relationship iden-
tiﬁcation in granular computing. This paper is derived from the dissertation of the
ﬁrst author Dr. Jian-Hung Chen. Dr. Chen’s dissertation just received the top rank
in the 2004 best dissertation award sponsored by the Institute of Information and
Computing Machinery (in Taiwan). The fourth paper is on data mining application
using representation techniques of granular computing. The seventh paper is an appli-
cation of granular computing concept to classical fuzzy theory. It presents a formal
fuzzy theory that permit (more or less) optional choosing of membership functions.
It is a new robust theory for the so-called qualitative fuzzy sets or type II fuzzy sets.
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